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turbulence on S T . Since that pioneering studies, the flame-generated turbulence and other thermal 48 expansion effects were in the focus of research into premixed turbulent combustion, but progress in x-axis, and propagates from right to left. 105 Let us consider the well-known vorticity transport equation 24,35 107 where t is the time, x i are spatial coordinates, ω i and u i are components of the vorticity ω = ∇ × u 108 and velocity u vectors, respectively, ρ is the density, p is the pressure,
(3) 115 for enstrophy ω 2 = ω · ω/2, because these two terms directly involve the density gradient and Darrieus-Landau solution 37 shows that ∇p is not normal to the instantaneous flame front, see Eq.
136
(40) in a review paper. 24 137 Accordingly, to simplify the following qualitative discussion, let us assume that the local pressure 138 gradient is parallel to the x-axis. Indeed, in a typical premixed turbulent flame, there is always a 139 significant axial pressure gradient due to the mean pressure drop from the leading to the trailing 140 edge of the mean flame brush, but small transverse pressure gradients |∇ y p| and |∇ z p| can also play 141 a role, as discussed in Section III.A. Then, the mutual orientation of ∇p (bold black arrows) and the 142 projection of the vector ∇ρ (see fine black arrows) on the transverse plane shown in Fig. 1a indicates work is to examine this hypothesis, which has yet been beyond the focus of the mainstream research 164 into flame-turbulence interaction.
165
To fill this gap, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) data generated by two of the present 166 authors 47,48 more than 15 years ago were analyzed. The first results of this analysis were briefly 167 reported in a recent letter, 36 because cases of σ = 2.5 and 7.53 were simulated, with all other things being roughly equal. As 186 discussed in detail elsewhere, 42 such variations in the density ratio offer an opportunity to explore 187 two opposite scenarios, which are directly relevant to the major goal of the present study. These are;
(i) the generation of vorticity due to baroclinic torque overwhelms the dissipation of vorticity due to dilatation and viscous forces, thus, increasing enstrophy within the flame brush at σ = 7.53, but reported recently, 73,75 level off at transverse distances less than Λ y /2 or Λ z /2.
217
At t = 0, a planar laminar flame was embedded into statistically the same turbulence assigned 218 for the velocity field in the entire computational domain. Subsequently, the mean inflow velocity 219 U was increased twice, i.e., U(0 ≤ t < t 1 ) = S L < U(t 1 ≤ t < t 2 ) < U(t 2 ≤ t). In order to keep the 220 flame in the computational domain till the end t 3 of the simulations, U(t 2 ≤ t) was close to the mean 221 turbulent flame speed S T averaged over a time interval of (t 2 ,t 3 ).
222
Three DNS data sets H, M, and L associated with High, Medium, and Low, respectively, den-223 sity ratios σ were originally generated. 47, 48 Since the focus of the present study is placed on ther-224 mal expansion effects, the following discussion will be restricted to results obtained in two cases found using the following two constraints applied consecutively. First, the leading x = x l p (t) and
268 trailing x = x t p (t) planes were found using constraints of c( Probabilities calculated for an iso-surface of c(x,t) = c * = 0.85, associated with the peak local 330 reaction rate, are reported in Table I . Note that the trends shown in Table I and discussed in the Table I shows that, first, the probability P ω is equal or very close to unity, i.e., at least one of 333 the transverse components of the vorticity vector changes its sign in the vicinity of the leading (or It is worth noting, however, that the probability P B is substantially less than unity at the leading The difference between the values of P ω and P B , reported in Table I , is associated with the in- tioned counter-rotating vortex pair, the following quantity 
In sketches shown in Fig. 1a (1b) , each of these four 374 terms should be positive (negative, respectively).
375
The results obtained for the reaction surface of c(x,t) = 0.85 and plotted in Fig. 6 show that this 376 velocity works to move the leading and trailing points inward the mean flame brush in case H, i.e., respectively), as the vorticity generated by B ω·ω (x,t) works to generate negative stretch rates.
418
At first glance, the results plotted in Fig. 9a may appear to be inconsistent with the contents of 419 Section III.A, where reduction of the reaction-surface area due to the flame-generated vorticity was 420 discussed by analyzing the DNS data obtained at the leading edge, i.e., at a lowc(x). However, it is 421 worth remembering that the local stretch rate is affected not only by the local vorticity and baroclinic higher than the probability ofṡ(x,t) > 0 (red dotted-dashed lines) in regions characterized by a 434 large enstrophy ω 2 (x,t). A similar trend was already discussed for regions characterized by a large 435 magnitude of the baroclinic torque term B ω·ω (x,t) in the ω 2 -transport Eq. (3), see Fig. 7a . 436 However, in case L, the results plotted in Fig. 11b differ significantly from the results shown in 437 Fig. 7b , i.e., the former figure shows that the stretch rates are predominately positive independently 438 on ω 2 . Predominance of positive stretch rates is also observed for data conditioned solely (indepen-439 dently of ω 2 ) to various local c(x,t) and extracted from various regions of the mean flame brush, 440 with exception of its trailing zone (c > 0.7), where the flame surface area is consumed, see Fig. 10b .
441
The difference between the results plotted in Figs. 7b and 11b is associated with the fact that the ized by a large ω 2 (x,t), as indicated in Fig. 11a . Figures 12 and 13 show that the trend is more 451 pronounced at larger c * and largerc(x), similarly to the already discussed correlation between the 452 sign ofṡ(x,t) and the magnitude of B ω·ω (x,t). Note that, in the case of enstrophy, the stretch rate 453 is predominantly negative at large ω 2 not only in the reaction zone, but also in the preheat zone, see characterized by q 1 < q(x,t) < q 2 , was calculated as follows
Here, q designates either enstrophy ω 2 or baroclinic torque B ω·ω , the difference Π(q 1 < q < q 2 ) ≡ Fig. 14b , but the discussed rate is positive in regions 473 characterized by a large enstrophy ω 2 (x,t) in case L, see Fig. 15b . The latter trend is associated 474 with a weak influence of baroclinic torque on the enstrophy in case L, as discussed earlier.
475
Second, a relative mean bulk rate of an increase in the surface area in volumes characterized by 476 q 1 < q(x,t) < q 2 when compared to the entire flame brush was evaluated as follows Fig.   486 16b), the magnitude of this rate is very low due to a weak influence of baroclinic torque on the 487 velocity field in case L, as discussed earlier.
488
It is of interest to note that the rates given by Eqs. alyzing the present DNS data. However, the DL mechanism and the phenomena governed by it are 505 fundamentally different from the physical mechanisms and phenomena studied in the present paper.
506
Indeed, the latter are governed by baroclinic torque, which vanishes in the constant-density flow of 507 the unburned reactants. We may also note that the flame-generated vorticity works to smooth out correlation of the effect magnitude with the density ratio is not observed.
553
. IV. CONCLUSIONS
554
DNS data analyzed in the present paper indicate that vorticity generated by baroclinic torque in a 555 weakly turbulent premixed flame can impede increasing the reaction-zone-surface area, contrary to 556 the common concept of combustion acceleration due to flame-generated turbulence. Such a small-557 scale effect is more pronounced at larger values of the mean combustion progress variablec and at 558 larger density ratios. If the density ratio is low, e.g., σ = 2.5, baroclinic torque weakly affects the 559 vorticity field within the mean flame brush and the aforementioned effect is not pronounced.
560
It is worth stressing that the present work does not aim at claiming that the influence of 561 combustion-induced thermal expansion on turbulence reduces the reaction-surface area and, hence, 562 the burning rate. The potential velocity perturbations of larger scales can overwhelm the small-563 scale rotational perturbations and can result in increasing the burning rate, as occurs in the case of 564 a hydrodynamically unstable laminar premixed flame. 37 For instance, large-scale unburned mixture 565 fingers discussed in detail elsewhere 65,71 imply an increase in flame surface area and turbulent 566 burning rate due to combustion-induced thermal expansion.
567
However, if turbulence is considered to be the inherently rotational flow, then, the influence of 568 the flame-generated turbulence on the burning rate appears to be fundamentally different from the 569 influence of the turbulence in the incoming reactants on the rate. Accordingly, the concept of com-570 bustion acceleration due to flame-generated turbulence should be revisited and models developed 571 for predicting an increase in the burning rate by the vorticity in the incoming turbulent flow are un-572 likely to be useful for describing a decrease in the reaction-surface area and, hence, the burning rate 573 due to the flame-generated vorticity. In other words, the influence of the incoming turbulence on the 574 burning rate should clearly be distinguished from the influence of the flame-generated vorticity on 575 the rate and the two effects can be opposite. 
